Coming soon in November 2016
Bad Moms
Amy Mitchell (Mila Kunis) is a mother of two who puts her family
first, but her childish husband, demanding kids and idiot of a boss
are finally getting to her. One morning as she's making breakfast,
she realizes the dog is sick. Now she has to take the dog to the
vet in addition to dropping the kids off at school before getting to
her high pressure marketing job.
When PTA Queen Bee Gwendolyn (Christina Applegate) at her
kids’ school tells her there's an emergency PTA meeting, Amy
doesn't feel she can blow it off, so she makes sure to leave work
early enough to make it. After an incredibly stressful day, Amy
snaps during the meeting. She teams up with two other misfit
moms (Kathryn Hahn, Kristen Bell) on a quest to free themselves
from conventional responsibilities. They go on a well-deserved
binge of freedom, fun and self-indulgence.

Absolutely fabulous
Edina (Jennifer Saunders) and Patsy (Joanna Lumley) make the
transition to the big screen after six successful seasons on
television with the British series Absolutely Fabulous.
The hard-partying women are suddenly forced to change their
lavish ways when Edina's PR agency runs out of money and
interest. Hoping to snag a new client, the witty pair attend a ritzy
fashion launch event for designer Huki Muki. However, they get

more than they bargained for when Edina is accused of pushing
model Kate Moss into the River Thames and Patsy loses her job on
account of being a close friend of Edina's.
In an effort to escape reproach for the Kate Moss debacle -- and
marry their way into new sums of money -- they take off for the
French Riviera with champagne, expensive clothes and cash on
their minds. But it isn't long before their wild antics catch up with
them and they're forced to face reality...at least for a moment or
two.

Star Trek: Beyond
Scotty (Simon Pegg) and Bones (Karl Urban) are stranded on
Starbase Earhart, a remote outpost just outside of Federation
Space, after the Enterprise is destroyed by an unknown force of
ruthless aliens.
Halfway into their five year mission, they must now face off
against a new and unexpected villain that they quickly learn has
a storied and powerful hatred of the Federation and all that it
stands for.
The Enterprise's mission was to explore strange new worlds and
seek out new life and new civilizations. In Star Trek: Beyond our
heroes find themselves on a strange planet where members of
the crew have been taken hostage by a ruthless villain named
Krall (Idris Elba). It's up to Captain Kirk (Chris Pine) to rescue his
crew and prove that the Federation's belief in unity is not a
weakness, but a strength.

Family Fang
Annie (Nicole Kidman) and Baxter (Jason Bateman) have spent
most of their lives trying to stay far away from their parents,
Caleb (Christopher Walken) and Camille Fang (Maryann Plunkett).
Over the years, the elder Mr. and Mrs. Fang have been involved
in controversial work - everything from fake bank robberies to
staged incidents of harassment.
After Baxter suffers a head injury, he involuntarily ends up in the
care of his parents. When Annie comes to rescue him and tells
them she and Baxter want no part of their upcoming "art piece,"
Caleb and Camille leave in anger.
Some time later, Annie and Baxter receive a call from the police
to tell them their parents' car has been found abandoned. There
appears to be signs of a struggle and there are blood stains in the
car. They believe something terrible has happened to Caleb and
Camille, but Annie thinks it just another prank. When she and
Baxter disagree about what happened.
Based on Kevin Wilson's bestselling novel.

Indignation
In 1951, Marcus Messner (Logan Lerman) a brilliant student from
Newark, New Jersey, escapes being drafted into the Korean War
when he receives a college scholarship. Not usually one to
socialize or engage with girls, he develops a burgeoning
infatuation with a beautiful classmate named Olivia Hutton (Sarah
Gadon). However, it puts his future, and the plans his family has
for him, in serious jeopardy.
The college’s imposing Dean Hawes Caudwell (Tracy Letts)
intervenes and Olivia's past struggles with mental health are
revealed. But after a terrible accident transpires, Marcus may be
in over his head.
The film is based on the 2008 Philip Roth novel of the same name.

Sausage Party
A sausage named Frank (Seth Rogen) leads a group of supermarket
products, including his hotdog bun girlfriend (Kristen Wiig) and
fellow sausages Barry (Michael Cera) and Carl (Jonah Hill), to the
promised land: home with a human.
However, they soon discover that all is not right in the world
outside of the grocery store. Rather than co-existing in harmony
with humans, they're being slaughtered and eaten by them! Now
Frank and his friends must warn their edible comrades of these
unspoken injustices and fight against the eventual genocide of
foodkind as they know it.

Snowtime!
To amuse themselves during the winter school break, the kids in
a small village decide to have a massive snowball fight. Luke and
Sophie, both 11 years old, become the leaders of the opposing
sides. But what starts out as pure youthful fun and enthusiasm
deteriorates into a more serious conflict. Joy is restored when all
the children decide to attack the fort rather than each other and
happily destroy every last bit of the snow fort.

Finding Dory
One year after her journey with Nemo, Dory (voice of Ellen
DeGeneres) is curious about her past. Unfortunately for her, her
memory doesn't offer much help. But with Nemo and Marlin (voice
of Albert Brooks) by her side, she embarks on a journey to
uncover her roots. Who are her parents? Where did she learn to
speak Whale?
Eventually, and after encountering their fair share of wild
experiences, the trio manages to reunite Dory with her family.
Their epic adventure teaches them more about the meaning of
friendship and how truly important family is.

War Dogs
David Packouz (Miles Teller) is struggling to make a living as a
massage therapist when he runs into his old friend, Efraim Diveroli
(Jonah Hill). Tired of his therapist job, David tries selling linen to
retirement homes, but winds up losing thousands of dollars. So
when Efraim asks David to join his company in selling arms to the
U.S. government, he agrees.
Unfortunately, they discover the task ahead of them is much
more difficult than they'd anticipated. Although their first deal
makes them a lot of money, in order to pull off another deal, the
two become involved in shady dealings when the packaging on
ammunition they purchased turns out to be illegal. They come up
with a plan to save the deal, but soon find themselves in hot
water with the United States government.

Kubo And The Two Strings (Rental Ready)
In a mythical, ancient Japan, kindhearted Kubo (Art Parkinson)
finds himself on the run from gods and monsters, igniting an ageold vendetta. His only chance for survival rests on finding the
magical suit of armor once worn by his fallen father, the greatest
samurai the world has ever known.
With Monkey (Charlize Theron) by his side, as well as his father's
former student Beetle (Matthew McConaughey), Kubo confronts
his family's past and fights the evil forces that seek to destroy his
people.
Kubo and the Two Strings was made using a 3D stop-motion hybrid.

Game Of Thrones: Season 6
Favorite characters such as Daenerys (Emilia Clarke), Cersei (Lena
Headey), Jaime (Nikolaj Coster-Waldau), Tyrion (Peter Dinklage),
Sansa (Sophie Turner), Arya (Maisie Williams), Littlefinger (Aidan
Gillen), Theon (Alfie Allen), Margaery (Natalie Dormer), Bran (Isaac
Hempstead Wright), Hodor (Kristian Nairn) and Sam (John BradleyWest) return for Season 6.
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